TOPIC: Relative pronouns - Who, whom, where, whose 1| level: Intermediate

NB: In everyday speech, THAT is often used instead of WHO or WHOM. Also, when it comes to WHO/WHOM, while it is important to know when to use each one, most people will only use WHO in everyday conversation. Choose the correct (and most natural-sounding) response to complete each sentence:

1. The man _________________ we met on the street is my uncle.
   a) whose   b) whom   c) where

2. The cafe _________________ she usually has breakfast is around the corner.
   a) whom   b) whose   c) where

3. The girl _________________ wrote this poem is still in high school.
   a) whose   b) who   c) where

4. The girl _________________ poem I read is still in high school.
   a) whose   b) who   c) where

5. The neighborhood _________________ we live is safe.
   a) where   b) whose   c) who

6. The people _________________ we saw yesterday are my neighbors.
   a) whose   b) where   c) whom

7. The boy _________________ bike was stolen is crying.
   a) whose   b) where   c) whom

8. The people _________________ live across the street are from Portugal.
   a) who   b) whose   c) where

9. The hotel _________________ we stayed was very noisy.
   a) whom   b) where   c) whose

10. The man _________________ wallet was stolen was very upset.
    a) whom   b) where   c) whose
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ANSWERS:
1) b  2) c  3) b  4) a  5) a  6) c  7) a  8) a  9) b  10) c